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By Kara Hull
C»MPUS EDITOR

lusl over the halfway point, the
Women's Center has hit the
halfway mark in sponsoring
events for Domestic Violence
Awareness Month and is using
this opportunity to reflect on
past events and look forward to
those in the future.
Aiming at bringing something
new to the effort for awareness,
the month began with a Silent
Witness Unveiling ceremony on
October 2 on the University
lawn.
The silhouettes of 13 women
who were murdered by domestic
violence in Northwest Ohio were
displayed as their stories were
read.
"It was very touching to honor
those women and remember
that they are not just victims,"
Oeidra Bennett, victim advocate
said. "They were women who
had lives, who worked and
played in our community."
Though the Silent Witness
project is new to the University, it
has been spreading across the
country for 11 years.
According to Bennett, a group
of activist women from
Minnesota started the project in
1991 after discovering that 26
women had been murdered as a
result of domestic violence in
their state that year.
"They then developed the
silent witness display and made
figures for all of the victims,"
Bennett said. "It just created a
spark that has now become an
international project that communities can pick up on and do
themselves."
The Silent Witness project was
partly brought to the University
to honor domestic violence victim and University graduate
Michelle Rizzi, after the discovery of her body in April of 2001.
"Here at the Women's Center
we wanted to do something
about that to raise awareness
about domestic violence,"
Bennett said. "That's someone
from our own community who is
gone now, so we wanted to do
something for her."
According
to
Bennett,
acknowledging a loss in the
community brings the topic of
domestic violence close to
home.
"We're hoping that it's not just
depressing stories that people
are being bombarded with,"
Bennett said. "We hope that it
will actually motivate the community to take action and to do
something about violence
against women."
The Clothesline Project,
which ends today, is one of the
most familiar works of the
Women's Center.
Beginning in
1990 in
Massachusetts, the Clothesline
Project is now an international
movement to break the silence
of violence against women.
The Mfood County collection,
containing over 300 shirts, is a
year-round project.
According to Susan Crawford,
project
coordinator.
the
Clothesline Project has become
a familiar sight on campus, but
this is just the second time that it
has been displayed in recognition of Domestic Violence
VIOLENCE, PAGE 2
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LOSS: A house on Second Street caught fire early Wednesday morning. All six residents, who are University students, were unharmed,
but the fire damaged both the house and their belongings. Three of the six residents were home when the fire broke out.

Fire destroys BG home
By Chuck Soder
CITY NEBS EDITOR

Six University students lost
their home and belongings to
fire early yesterday morning. No
one was hurt.
The Bowling Green Fire
Department arrived at 8:35
Second St. at 1:42 a.m. to extinguish the fire. Its cause is under
investigation.
Though the eight firefighters
could not save the house, the
three residents who were home
were able to save themselves.
The smoke alarm woke resident Morgan Whittaker, who ran
tlirough the house to wake her
roommates
—
Nicole
Colaiacovo and Kathcrine
Brown.
Brown was the last of the three
to wake.
"1 woke up to Morgan and

help move the residents' cars
away, lust then, the growing fire
blew the house's windows out.
sending glass flying.
Once firefighters arrived, the
three men brought shoes, pants,
coats and blankets.
\\c were just trying to keep
them warm, trying to keep them
calm," Weidner said.
Brown said she and her roommates appreciated and needed
the support.
"We were going crazy about
the fact that we practically have
nothing left in the whole world,"
she said.
There were a few things left,
but even what was salvaged was
ruined. Once the firefightiTs
were gone and the crowd had
dispersed, Brown stood outside
the burnt house looking at a few
rescued things, pointing to an

untunable guitar.
"It looks fine but the strings
are melted into the nut," she
said.
Still wearing her neighbor's
boots, Brown gave her thanks to
those next door and all the others who offered help, including
the Red Cross.
"They gave us money for
clothes, food and toiletries," she
said. "And they said they could
put us up in a hotel."
Though they won't be at a
hotel, the six residents — also
including Bridget Cavanaugh,
Krista Williams and Heather
Barret — do have a place to
sleep. They are currently staying
in the Haven House at 1515 E.
Wooster St.

Breast cancer exams a must
exams may not be accurate.
"Mammography is the best
Today
marks
National option to detect cancer," lordan
Mammography Day
amid said." A lump can be detected
National Cancer Awareness 1.7 years earlier than it can be
Month..
felt, or physical symptoms are
According to Deb lordan, the felt."
Cancer Control Director at the
"There are many women that
Wood County American Cancer are alive today, because of early
Society.mammograms and self detection," lordan said.
breast exams are two of the most
According to a representative
important methods of detecting from the National American
breast cancer in its early stages.
Cancer Society, mammograms'1
Early detection is a three-fold are recommend for women at
process. Self breast exams, clini- 40.
cal breast exams (by a doctor or
Mammograms may be reca nurse), and mammograms are ommended earlier for women
the methods used to find lumps that have a history of cancer.
and abnormalities in the early
According to lordan. it is not
stages.
necessarily a risk factor if the
"Survival rates are better if it is woman's family does have a hisdetected early," lordan said.
tory of breast cancer, because it
Recent studies have shown is not always hereditary.
that early detection is more diffiOne risk that people have of
cult than researchers previously getting breast cancer is being a
thought.
woman. It is possible for men to
New studies have shown that get breast cancer, but it is far
mammograms and self breast more likelv for a woman.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Nicole screaming," she said.
Though they tried to snuff out
the fire with blankets, it continued to spread.
"In a matter of two minutes,
our whole living room was on
fire," Brown said.
After calling 911, the three
were forced outside with nothing but the clothes on their
backs.
"We ran out in our pajamas,"
Brown said. "We didn't even
have shoes."
Before firefighters arrived,
neighbors lonathan Weidner
and two of his roommates saw
the flames, but couldn't find all
six residents.
"I only saw a few of the girls,"
Weidner said. "I wondered if
they were all all right.'1
After finding that the residents
were safe, the three men went to

By Sarah Dewey
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"The rate is much higher in
women." lordan said.
Another risk is getting older.
As a woman ages, her chances of
getting breast cancer increase.
Regardless of age, it is important for women to administer
self breast exams.
"It's still important to do self
breast exams and to be familiar
with her breast and if they notice
a change," said Barb Hoffman,
R.N. and Student Health
Service's Health Promotion
Coordinator.
Self breast exams do help to
detect abnormalities, but sometimes cancerous lumps cannot
be felt until they have been present for six to eight years.
If a lump is detected through a
self breast exam, the next step is
to go to a physician and have he
or she do a clinical exam.
"Women need to talk to their
physicians," lordan said.
A woman cannot get a mammogram without a prescription
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»'.»?>
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from a doctor, and the results are
sent to back to the doctor.
Mammograms and self breast
exams are important to early
detection. Finding cancerous
lumps early increases survival
rates.
The Student Health Center
will do clinical breast exams,
when a woman makes her
annual appointment.
"Students can come in and
have a lump checked if they
have one," Hoffman said.
The Wellness Connection provides information on self exams
and breast cancer.
According to Hoffman, nurses
will come to sororities or residence halls and instruct females
on the proper methods of doing
a breast self exam and to raise
awareness.
The Wellness Connection also
provides pamphlets, shower
hangers and peer educators.

High:55'
Low: 39'

For something a little new and
a little high-tech, come to the
third annual Technology Fair
taking place today from l-5pm.
in 101 Olscamp.
Featuring 48 exhibitors, the
most in its three year history ,the
technology presented will vary
from the region as well as the
University.
According to Dr. Duane
Whitmire, manager of the
University's Student Technology
Center, the expo-type fair will
provide students, faculty, staff
and the surrounding community with things they've never seen
before.
One exhibit will display
LifeFormations, a Bowling Green
company that creates lifelike,
animated characters and mannequins for museums, trade
shows and themed entertainment markets.
Other featured exhibitors
include Best Buy and Staples.
These local businesses plan to
present cell phones, virtual PC's,
hardware and software and the
new
Segway
Human
Transporter.
This high-tech scooter can
reach speeds up to 18 miles per
hour.
They were distributed in the
area for a two month trial run.
One of the recipients, Bonnie
Fink will explain and demonstrate it the scooter for participants.
There will be free refreshments and raffle tickets given
away at the door.
Prizes range from golf polo
shirts, gift certificates to surrounding businesses, coffee
mugs, mouse pads, a palm pilot,
a web cam and the grand prize, a
Sharp 3000XL CD stereo system.
Most prizes were donated
from area businesses, but the
Technology Center did purchase
a few items.
The fair will also contain three
different sessions for participants to attend.
loAnn Kroll, director of Career
Services, will be helping students
looking for employment with
new online information at 2 p.m.
. At 3:30 p.m., Bonnie Mitchell,
assistant professor of art, will be
conducting a computer-animated art discussion.
There will also be a Segway
session demonstrated by Fink, a
faculty member of Visual
Communication
and
Technology Education occurring
at 4 p.m..
According to Whitmire. the fair
is trying something new this
year.
In the past, the fair mainly
focused on the University and
what they had to offer.
Now, the fair has a "northwest
Ohio community flavor,"
Whitmire said.
The fair itself is for anyone in
the surrounding area, including
highschool students.
According to Kim Fleshman,
assistant manager of the Student
Technology Center. high schools
want their students to be aware
of what technology is available
beyond their classrooms
"It was a change from just the
University to more highschools,"
Whitmire said.
"It's a chance to get future students to come here," Fleshman
said. "Maybe they can even earn
college credit while still in high-
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Events
are voices

Union Late Nite continues
By Carrie Wtiitaker

VIOLENCE. FROM PAGE 1

Awareness Month.
"It's a wonderful way to be
able to give the victims and survivors the opportunity to design
a shirt and to give them that
voice," Crawford said. "To be
able to design a shirt is one
aspect of empowerment and to
have a voice, but then to see the
shirt actually displayed among
the entire collection is another
feeling of empowerment."
Next week, students and faculty will have an opportunity to
take a pledge against violence by
participating in Hands arc Not
for Hurting.
Abo, as part of the Women's
Center Brown Bag luncheon
series, graduate student Edward
Manyibe will speak about the
difficulties facing women in his
homeland of Kenya.
The month will close with a
return to the Silent Witness project.
"We re going to have a tune to
reflect on what's happened in
the month, and see where we go
from here," Bennett said. "We're
going to try to end on a note of
'we have a lot of work to do' and
try to get more people involved."

Fair is for
everyone
FAIR, FROM PAGE 1

school."
According to Whitmire, this is
the only fair of its kind in Ohio.
Notre Dame may be the only
school that is having a
Technology Fair in close relation
to what the University is doing.
"Since we changed it and is for
highschool students as well, we
might change the time next year
from 10-5 so more people will be
able to come," Whitmire said.

REPORTER

Most people on campus know
that the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union is a place to eat,
but few see it as a place to play
inflatable twister, get a Henna
i.iiKici or go to a psychedelic casino.
These are just a few of the
activities planned for a series
called Late Nite at the Union.
These events have been introduced to campus this year.
All events are free to students
and are held from 8 p.m. to midnight one Friday each month.
"These activities support the
mission of a our Union, to provide programming and activities
for the campus communitv."
said Valerie Faley, the Marketi..g
Coordinator for the Union.
Late Nite at the Union is an
idea that is used on many other
campuses in the country.
Some other college Unions

that have late night programming are Michigan State
University.
West
Virginia
University and Penn State
University.
The
Programming
Coordinator. Rosa Hanco,
helped plan the Late Nites.
Two Late Nites have taken
place over the course of the
semester; one on Aug. 24 and the
other on Sept. 27.
According to Hanco, the first
two did not have the attendance
that she had hoped for, but also
said that low attendance can be
expected with any new program.
"It's just a matter of building,"
Hanco said. "We are trying to
find the most efficient ways to
advertise."
This month there will be a special Late Nite held on Halloween.
Information on this night has
been withheld, because the
coordinators at the Union are
trying to keep it a surprise.

On Nov. 15 a Late Nite will be
held that will include a BungyCord Run and possibly a musical
guest that is also to be
announce.
Every Late Nite is paired with a
movie shown in the theater.
November's movie will be
Monster's Ball with Halle Berry
and Billy Bob Thortoa
Most Late Nite activities are
held in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom, but some activities are
planned outside, in front of the
Union.
Some previews for Late Nites
to come include laser tag and a
psychedelic casino. The Late Nite
with the casino will also have an
oxygen bar.
The funds for the Late Nite
events come from the Union's
yearly budget.
The price for each Late Nite
depends on the activities
planned.
The Henna Tattoo artists cost

$1,600 and each inflatable game
costs between $ 1,500 and $2,000.
But there are also cheaper
activities at every Late Nite. For
example a karaoke machine only
costs the Union $250 to rent.
"We try to stick with local
companies because most of the
cost is in travel and lodging,"
Hanco said.
Overall the Union is optimistic
about the Late Nite activities.
Hanco and Faley realize that the
Union is new and still unfamiliar
to some students.
According to Faley, these
kinds of activities are what will
help make the Union the heart of
campus.
"The building is new, but we
just need to establish campus
culture in the Union," Faley said.

FUTURE LATE NIGHTS
AT THE UNION
8 p.m. TO MIDNIGHT
November 15, 2002
January 24, 2003
February 14, 2003
March 28, 2003
April 25, 2003

Companies, cities committed to recycling
By Kristen Comer
IHE ASS0CIAKD PRESS

CINCINNATI (AP) — Redand-white Rumpke trucks rumble through neighborhoods in
three states, hauling away 3 million tons of trash each year — of
which nearly 270,000 tons is
recyclable.
Rumpke Consolidated Cos.
Inc., like other trash haulers, says
it loses money on recycling.
However, companies and cities
generally remain committed to
recycling despite the expenses.
Demands for increased landfill
space ensure that recycling, a $20
billion-a-year business, wUl continue, said lerry Powell, editor of
the trade publication Resource
magazine.
Some cities and states are
already burdened with increased
costs of shipping their trash hundreds of miles away for disposal.
"I've never heard of a suburban community that says, 'We
really want a landfill in our back
yard,"' Powell said from his office

in Portland, Ore. Recycling also
saves on packaging costs, he
said.
The expense led New York
Mayor Michael Bloomberg to
suspend the recycling of glass,
metal and plastic in the nation's
largest city in July. By scaling
down its program, the city hopes
to save about $56.6 million.
Rumpke remains committed to
recycling because of long-term
benefits such as conserving landfill space, company spokeswoman Amanda Wilson said.
"Generally there is not enough
money to cover the cost of collecting and processing the materials. Even after we've sold the
recycled materials, we still don't
have enough." she said.
Rumpke and other recyclers
generally charge up-front fees, to
make recycling at least a breakeven operation.
Ohio has more than 300 curbside recycling programs and
about 600 drop-off sites. Some
cities contract out their recycling

services, but others develop their
own programs.
Toledo expanded its program
in the last year, as have some
small communities in lake
County, said Andrew Booker, a
planning unit supervisor with
the
Ohio
Environmental
Protection Agency.
Earlier this year, Dayton officials considered whether to limit
or end the city's recycling program because of a budget
crunch, but city commissioners
rejected that idea Dayton still is
considering whether to charge
residents a fee, said Bruce
Henkel, interim director of the
public works department.
Recycling costs Dayton
$713,000 a year, he said. City
workers pick up the materials,
and Rumpke processes them.
About 20,000 residents—30 percent of Dayton's population —
take part.
A
U.S.
Environmental
Protection Agency study concluded in 2000 that 55 percent of
the nation's trash went into landfills, 30 percent was recycled and
15 percent was incinerated.
Rumpke, Republic Services
Inc. in Fort Lauderdale, Fla, and

Houston-based
Waste
Management-Recycle America
me the tnree largest recyclers in
the nation, said Kate Krebs, executive director of the National
Recycling Coalition.
Republic Services regards
recycling as just one method of
managing solid waste, along with
incinerating it and putting it into
landfills, company spokesman
Will Flower said. Without charging up-front fees, Republic and
its competitors would lose
money on recycling because it
costs more to retrieve the materials than companies make by
reselling them, he said.
The market for recycled goods
fluctuates like markets for natural materials.
"It is related to the global economy, not just the local economy."
said Donna Stusek of the Ohio
Department
of
Natural
Resources. "When businesses
fold in bad times and capacities
diminish, the price goes down.
But when times are good, recycling businesses make a lot of
money."
Waste Management-Recycle
America ensures that its recycling operations arc profitable by

signing multi-year contracts with
paper mills and other laree
industrial customers, said Steve
Ragiel, vice president for recycling. The company processes 5
million tons of recyclable materials in a year, of which 4 million
tons is recovered fiber from recycled paper.
In 1996 and 1997, when the
market for recycled materials
was depressed, Rumpke lost as
much as $50 per ton for each ton
of recyclables it processed. The
company's contracts now are
designed to protect Rumpke
against losses if market prices
dip, Wilson said.
Rumpke, which grew from a
1930s hog farm, is listed as the
nation's seventh-largest trash
hauling, disposal and recycling
company by Solid Waste Digest, a
trade publication.
Revenue in the last year from
all operations totaled $300 million, while recycling accounted
for less than 10 percent of that at
$23 million. The recycling centers processed 268,475 toas of
plastic, bottles, cans and
newsprint during the fiscal year
ended lune 30.
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Aside from our name, we've always been in favor of making things simple.
So contact us for smart, easy investment techniques to help you reach
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TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776
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PENN STATE FRATERNITY CHARGED TUESDAY
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP) — A Penn State University
fraternity was charged with illegally providing alcohol
to a student who was severely injured in a fall from her
eighth-floor apartment window. Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity was charged Tuesday with selling or furnishing alcohol to minors.
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rhe calendar of events Utaken from
htt|K//events.bgsu.edu

8 a.m. -10 pm.
Personal Expressions Artwork
Display
Sponsored by the Latino Student
Union.
Student Union Smith Multicultural
Gallery
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Timeless: A Continuum ot Art in
the Digital Age
Student Union Galleries
9 a.m. -8 p.m.
Project S.LE.E.P.
Student Union
lOa.m -4 p.m.
Hidden Japan
For more information, contact
Jacqueline Nathan at 419-372-

8525.
Willard Wankelman Gallery
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Education Abroad Fair
Event sponsored by International
Programs.
Student Union 28-Multipurpose
Room
10 a.m. -3 p.m.
LDSSA - Information Table
Student Union Lobby

10 am. -4 p.m.
Ticket Sales
Delta Sigma Theta will be selling
tickets tor their Delta Love Auction.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
POETS
Education Bldg. Steps
11 a.m. -3 p.m.
Native American Unity Council
Raffle
Student Union Lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
Body Image and Sexual Health
Outreach Program (BISHOP)
2002 Partnership Support Grant
Presentation Series - Bring your
lunch and join us!
the Hbmen's Center. 107 Hanna
Hall
12:30 p.m.
Coach's Corner
Sponsored by the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
Student Union Falcon's Nest
1 p.m.
Technology Fair 2002
44 vendors Irom all over North
West Ohio will be displaying and
explaining dilterent aspects of

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Tuesday. Oct 15:
An unknown subiect has been sending harassing instant messages in
Ashley Hall.

Complainant reported that he lost
his wallet containing credit cards and
a debit card.
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Technology. Three break away sessions-refreshments and raffles.
Olscamp 101
1 p.m.
Display/Performance: Technology
Fair
Performance includes subRosa
cyber-feminist performance art
collective. This event is part of the
New Music & Art Festival. Free and
open to the public.
Room 101 Olscamp Hall
1 p.m.
Seminar: Paul Lansky
This event is part of the New Music
& Art Festival. Free and open to the
public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
2:30 p.m.
Panel: Ghosts in the Wiring
Multi-university video conference
panel discussion includes
Margaret Dolinsky, John
Fillwalk, Keith Kothman, Paul
Lansky and Mary Simoni. Ellen
Berry moderates. This event is part
of the New Music & Art Festival.
Free and open to the public.
Room 113 Olscamp Hall

5 p.m. -7 p.m.
POETS
Student Union Lobby

forthcoming book of poetry, "Love
is a Map I Must Not Set on Fire."
115 Olscamp

6 p.m.
Info meeting for ROTC's Ranger
Club Palntball
Open to all.
Memorial Hall

7:30 p.m.
International Film Series
Presents: "Outskirts"
In a political thriller in the tradition
of "Z" 8nd "Weekend," Ukrainianbom director. Peter Lutsik. employs
acid-sharp humor in creating an
astounding chronicle of Russia in
violent transformation. A fight
against injustice to discover the
identity of real estate thieves leads
from the gentle countryside to the
halls of power. Hailed as a modern
classic, "Outskirts" reveals Russia
as alternately corrupt, melancholy,
dogmatic, romantic and spiritual.
Russia, 1991, 100 mins. English
subtitles. Free and open to the
public.
Gish Film Theater

6 p.m.
Woman's Dissertation Writing
Group
An interdisciplinary group open to
any woman in the writing process
of her program, whether at the
preliminary/comprehensive exam
stage or the dissertation/thesis
stage. Please feel free to join us
any Thursday to see if this group
works for you. Contact Jane Rosser
for further details:
jrosserObgnet.bgsu.edu.
Meets every Thursday at 6:00 p.m.
The Y/omen's Center, 107 Hanna
Hall
6:30 p.m.
Artist's Talk: Gita Hashemi
This event is part of the New Music
& Art Festival. Free and open to the
public.
Room 113 Olscamp Hall
7:30 p.m. -8:30 p.m.
The Women Writers Series: Carol
Guess
The author of two fiction novels,
"Switch" and "Seeing Dell," and a
creative nonfiction memoir
"Gaslight," Carol Guess's work
often focuses on the lesbian experience. Her stories and poetry have
appeared in such journals as "The
Gay and Lesbian Review" and "The
Harvard Gay and Lesbian Review."
Ms. Guess will be reading from her

A Furry Fun
Filled Fact...

8 p.m.
Concert: Electoracoustlc and
Interactive Works
Concert features works by Darren
Copeland, Howard Jonathan
Frederics, James Harley, Paul
Lansky, Colby Lieder and BGSU
faculty member Burton Beerman.
This event is part of the New Music
& Art Festival. Free and open to the
public.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Ms
Center
8 p.m. -10 p.m.
Affects of 9/1 Ion the Minority
Community
The gentlemen of Sigma Lambda
Beta International Fraternity, Inc.,
Nu Beta Chapter, will be presenting a discussion of the affects of
9/11 on the Minority community
after a year of the actual events

Join the gentlemen as they discuss
the affects on our community as
we continue through the years.
Student Union 308-McMaster
Meeting Room
8 p.m.
University Performing Dancers
looking Back, Moving Forward"
UPD 2002-03 company honors 85
years of dance study at BGSU with
new works by alumni Greg
Patterson and Jane Weiner and the
BGSU dance faculty. All tickets $10
(419)372-6918/(419)372-6905.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre - Second
Floor University Hall
9:30 p.m.
Pool Tournament
Prizes for 1st and 2nd place.
Student Union, Black Swamp F\ib
TBA
New Music 1 Art Festival
Annual festival featuring new
music and art. Technology and the
arts will be the focus of this year's
festival. Featured composer is Paul
Lansky from Princeton University.
Special guest artists are Ellen
Sandor. subRosa and Gita
Hashemi. The festival will also feature the music of Dan Welcher in
performances by the Wind
Ensemble and Bowling Green
Philharmonia, as well as the works
of approximately 25 other composers. The School of Art will present the N-Space exhibit of works
from the ACM SIGGRAPH
(Association for Computing
Machinery Special Interest
Group on Computer Graphics and
Interactive Techniques) computer
art forum.
Moore Musical Arts Center and
School ol Art

k Hit Us 32 muscles
in M* t*rf!f

Find Your Inner "Wild Thing" at the Grand Opening of our

Friday-9unday, October 18-20
Phase I includes a
2-story PtiazerBsll
ijeHem painiM)
Playing Field, Inline Bketing Rink, Role,
Hookey, and the first of our ramps
(for skates, boards i, bikes)

°° Wildl
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Get Crazy!
"™ u
Challenge yourself aV your friends on our
24-foot, 4-sided, climbing well
(7 difficulty levels)

- Entertainment Woody the Bear, BelloonMen, FREE tokens!

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 18 - 6-7 PM YO-YO Demos, Skateboard Damos,
"Publlo Catharsis"
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19 Pizza Party at Noon,
Magic Shows at 1:00, 3:30 4V 6:30 PM.
Mora Demos, Musician Brent Larson,
Live Band "On* Way" at 6:00 PM
8UNDAY. OCTOBER 20 Skateboard Demos,
Rook Climbing Contest at 3:00 PM

This hands-on toy store has doubled In tin
to 7,000 square feet of FUN! Visit the
"Pleyhouee" feeturlng 30 arcade redemption
gameell

1234 North Main Street (Rt. 26),
Bowling Orean
419-364-4447

Ian d
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OPINION

"We really can't believe our incredible luck.'
British electrician MIKE MCDERMOTT.on winning the British lottery twice
in four months.

Putting an end to Domestic Violence
October is Domestic Violence
Awareness Month. Most people
think that Domestic Violence
only occurs between married
couples, but any kind of relationship can lead to domestic violence. It can occur between
roommates, friends and casual
dating couples. It can happen to
men or women at any age. We
need to be aware of domestic
violence so that we can stop it.
Rape is one form of domesric
violence. The most common

YOU DECIDE
How do you think
domestic violence will be
stopped?
E-mail your response* to
bgnews9liitproc.bgBu.edu. Please
see our submission policy for
guideline*.
form of rape is acquaintance
rape, meaning the victim usually
knows her/his rapist. Rape is
never the victim's fault.
Regardless of what the woman

(or man) is wearing, where
she/he is, what time of day it is.
or whatever, if the victim says no,
then it is the rapist's fault. We
need to start educating men
(and women) on how not to be
rapists instead of educating people on how not to be victims.
If you are going to have sex
with someone, make sure your
partner wants to do it. Not only
will it keep you from possibly
becoming a rapist, but it will
show what a caring, responsible

,KI ri:il8 10 INK KDI TOR
Support your
BG Marcning
Band Saturday
With the current success of
the Falcon football team, the
atmosphere at games has
changed. There are thousand of
people, rather than hundreds
that felt obligated to show up a
couple of years ago. Spirit Is high
for everyone but opposing fans,
and the fight song is played

almost non-stop. Not only the
fight song but the band as a
whole plays from before the
game, until almost the last fan
has left.
While the football team has
become clearly the team to beat
in the MAC, the marching band
has also been striving to accomplish the same feat, and although
it Isn't as cut and dry, we have
been getting closer and closer.If
you ask us we are the best in the
MAC, and we are very proud of
that. 1 think that by welcoming
the band into your gameday ritu-

al you too can get more out of
the Falcon success.
The Band plays a "Field
I louse" show before every game.
This week it will start at 3:30 p.m.
It is a free show that the band
puts on for students, parents and
anyone else interested in seeing
what we are about.
Please support your Falcon
Marching Band before the game.
We put in a lot of work and it Is
very rewarding to see fellow students appreciate what we do.

DON DELC0
STUDENT

Bring Our Snakes Home
TIFFANY A.
HOLMES
Cues! Columnist

As Secretary of the Bowling
Green State University
Herpetology Club, I'd like to personally thank the University
community for supporting our
attempt to legalize constrictor
snakes.
It's been a hard fight, and not
terribly well-received by the
members of City Council. One of
the comments that the Herp
Club first received from Council
was something to the effect of:
"You're college kids, you're going
to change this law and then
leave." I signed my lease and I
pay my rent and utilities just like
everyone else in Bowling Green. 1
live, work, and go to school in
this city, and I've got a right to try
to leave it in a better state than
when I came four years ago.
Constrictor snakes, which
include pythons, boas, bull
snakes, king snakes and rat
snakes, are currently considered
to be "dangerous animals" within the city limits. To compile a
short list of the snakes that are
the most docile, easy to handle,
and make the best pets the list
would include snakes like ball
pythons, com snakes (a rat
snake) and California king
snakes. The largest of this list is
the ball python, which will not
exceed six feet in length: and in
Bowling Green all constrictors,
regardless of their size, are
banned. Something to keep in
mind is that while constrictors
kill their food by asphyxiation,
they do not defend themselves
via constriction. Uke most animals, snakes — including con-

strictors —defend themselves by
biting The bite of a constrictor
snake is less damaging and
much less painful than a dog
cat, or even a hamster bite. In
fact, In the case of small constrictors like rosy boas that grow only
up to two feet in length, It may
not even break the skin.
Both the Humane Society and
City Council want to use salmonella as an excuse to keep the
ban on constrictor snakes. Based
on data by the Center for Disease
Control, the threat posed by
keeping reptiles and amphibians
is just as significant as the risks
associated with owning dogs or
cats. Around 36 percent of dogs
and 18 percent of cats cany salmonella. Between two percent to
five percent of the two to four
million cases of salmonella can
be traced to reptiles. Keep In
mind this includes all reptiles,
not just constrictor snakes.
As for escapes, a major concern outlined in Monday's article
in The BG News, if an unknowing constrictor owner discovers
(hat their pet is illegal, they
would be more likely to get rid of
their snake by simply setting It
free rather than finding a proper
avenue to place the animal. It
should also be noted that plenty
of small animals have a knack for
escape, including mice and
hamsters, which tend to chew
their way to freedom, and are
often never found.
Abandonment is a problem
with any pet. In fact, an estimated 12 million dogs and cats will
end up in shelters annually. I
realize that reptiles are unique
pets that have special requirements, but in this dry there is a
fantastic resource, the
Herpetarium. As a volunteer and
designer of our website, I can

vouch that we have care sheets
for all of the animals living in the
lah The Toledo Herpetological
society is another close and fantastic resource. Pets of all kinds
are abused, poorly cared for and
abandoned.
City Council and the Humane
Society are making claims about
constrictor snakes that can be
made of any animal kept as a
pet. As students of higher learning and as residents of Bowling
Green, you have a right to voice
your concerns with City Council.
At our most recent public meeting, Herp Club members were
informed that no Council members had heard from the public
on this issue. Take your chance
to use your voice, e-mail a council member and let them know
where you stand on this issue.
(I've even taken the liberty of
finding some important e-mail
addresses for you).
Most people have felt a connection with an animal at some
point in their life. For me, and
other reptile lovers, nothing is
more calming than the cool skin,
powerful muscles, and inquisitive tongue-flicking of a snake,
the hilarious personality of a
bearded dragon, or the laid-back
nature of a leopard gecko. Those
of us that are capable of caring
for a constrictor snake should
not be prohibited to do so
because of the mistakes and irrational fears of others.
Council President B.J. Fischer fischer@wcnet.org
Councllperson Sarah
Tomasliefski saralito&bgnet bgsu.edu

partner you are. Ask and only go
through with it if you get a big,
confident yes. If you get a no,
then accept it. Don't try to
change her/his mind. And ladies,
don't let a guy change your mind.
If you dont want to do it, make
sure your partner knows. They
can't read minds. If you don't
want to have sex then stick to
your answer. Real men will
respect that. Besides, the best sex
is when both people really want
it and feel comfortable with each

PE0PLE
ON THE STREET
What is the worst
pick up line that you
have ever used, or
had used on you?

ARIAH ROGERS
SENIOR
2D FINE ARTS

"I've heard it as a joke,
but this guy was dead
serious. 'Nice Shoes,
wanna F***?'"

JOVAN HURT
FRESHMAN
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

"Let me get your
number before I don't
want it no more."

MARGUITA MCGOWN
FRESHMAN
PHYSICAL THERAPY

"Bad, slang what up
young shawty, what
yo name is?"

DAVID T0NEY
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS

"Hey girl, can I get some
fries wit that shake?"

other.
Another way to keep from
domestic violence, is to stay
away from alcohol. Most people
who beat or rape their partners
are intoxicated when they do it.
Bad decisions are made under
the influence of alcohol. It is
probably a good idea to stay
away from drugs, too. Marijuana
affects your attention, memory
and mood. The best thing to do
when engaging in sexual activity
with someone is to make sure

you are both aware of what Is
going on.
Sexual violence is not limited
to rape. If you have touched
another in a sexual way when
she/he didn't want it, then you
have sexually assaulted someone.
If you are still unsure on what
constitutes rape, ask questions.
Educate yourself. Teaching people on how to not be abusive
partners is the only way we are
going to stop domestic violence.

What Columbus
Day really means
HANNA NOELLE
MEUSSLING
Opinion Columnist
Imagine this if you will: It's a
warm summer day. You are
tending your garden, watching
your little brother play happily
in the grass beside you. Your
mother is humming as she prepares a light dinner for the
family. All is peaceful.
Suddenly, there is the clamoringechoofhorse hooves.
Strange, frightening soldiers
arrive at your house, pushing
you out of their way. You hear
the screams of your mother as
she is raped mercilessly and
then stabbed to death, as the
soldiers gleefully dismember
her body. Your baby brother's
head is bashed against the side
of your house, and finally the
soldiers turn on you. They take
bets on who can cause the
most damage to your body
with one slice of the sword.
And finally, you are killed, a
martyr for your race and innocence.
And hundreds of years later,
children get a day off of school
every October to honor the
man who caused such suffering
Christopher Columbus is
revered across the nation as
"The Man Who Discovered
America" Cities and (owns are
named after him. Dozens of
statues and paintings depict
his glory. Every school child
can name his three ships and
recite the revised story of his
life: "In 1492, Columbus sailed
the ocean blue..." But truthfully, what in the world are we
really celebrating?
Firstly, before Christopher
Columbus sailed that ocean
blue, he was a well-known
slave trader, and initiated the
first Trans-Atlantic trade. Then,
we celebrate his "big mistake"
— landing in the Caribbean
and thinking he was in India.
Now that's a bright lad. He
then, as viceroy and governor
of the West Indies, ordered the
deaths of over 8 million
nadves, called Tainos, thus creating the first mass genocide.
The first five million were killed

in just the first three years of
Columbus' rule. Others were
sold on the European slave
market. After Columbus retired'
and returned to Europe in
1500, less than 100,000 natives
were left. By 1545, only two
hundred Tainos existed in their
homeland that Columbus "discovered."
A Dominican priest,
Bartolome dc las Casas, kept a
written account of the horrors
he saw during the Columbus
regime.
"The Spaniards made bets as
to who would slit a man in two,
or cut off his head at one blow,
or they opened up his bowels.
They tore the babes from their
mother's breast by their feet
and bashed their heads against
the rocks... They spitted the
bodies of other babes, together
with their mothers and all who
were before them, on their
swords..."
Their justification was that
all this was done in the name
of Christianity. One way of
"honoring" God was to hang
thirteen natives - for (esus and
his twelve disciples - by low
gallows (so that their necks
would not break.) and then set
fires at their feet so they would
bum to death as they were
slowly strangled. Amen.
And so, if every year we celebrate Christopher Columbus
in all his amazing grandeur, I
wonder who we will honor
next. Surely we all want to
exchange presents on Hitler
Day. ("Oh, grandma, a knitted
Swastika sweater, you shouldn't
have!") In another hundred
years, perhaps we will be greeting each other with "Happy Bin
Laden Day!" The possibilities of
murderers to honor is endless!
Some have changed the
popular ditty we learn to
remember Columbus to (he
following:
In Fourteen Hundred and
Ninety Two,
Columbus sailed the ocean

Hue
In Fourteen Hundred and
Ninety Three,
Columbus killed all that he
could see.
Happy Columbus Day to all
— hurrah for genocide.

CORRECTION: In our Oct. 14, 2002 Staff Editorial,
we stated that President Ribeau makes more money than
the President of the United States. As of Ian. 2001, the
U.S. President's salary was increased to $400,000 a year.
He makes more than Ribeau.
SHANNON KOLKEDY, MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We
doubt, i Write us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be less
than 500 words. These are usually in
repose to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These
arc usually, also, in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guests
Columns arc printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Name,year
and phone number should be included for verification purposes. Personal

attacks and anonymous submissions
will not be printed.
Email .'.ubmisskms as an attachment to bgnewjglistprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked"Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Cohimn."0nly emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing
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IVORY COAST REBELS READY TO SIGN TRUCE
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP) — Rebels controlling the
northern half of the Ivory Coast agreed yesterday to a
truce with the government they attempted to overthrow. The deal paved the way for the first meeting
between the warring sides, when the truce was expected to be signed in the rebel-held city of Bouake.

www.bgnews.com/world

WORLD

100 percent yes'votes for Saddam
1
By Ellen Kmckmeyer

THE tSSOCItltD PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Iraq
declared Saddam Hussein the
winner yesterday — by an 11
million-to-O margin — in a warshadowed referendum on his
two-decade military rule, sending celebratory gunfire crackling
from the streets and rooftops of
Baghdad.
The 100 percent turnout, 100
percent yes' vote shows all Iraqis
are poised to defend Saddam
against American forces, the
countiys No. 2 man said.
"If they come, we will fight
them in every village, and every
house," said Izzal Ibrahim, vice
chairman of Iraq's Revolutionary
Command Council, announcing
results on what Iraq billed as a
people's referendum on keeping
Saddam in power another seven
years.
"Every home will be a front,
and every fanner, every shepherd, every Iraqi, will play his
role," Ibrahim said. "All Iraqis are
armed now, and by God's will we
will triumph."
The White House had dismissed the one-man race in
advance. "Obviously, it's not a
very serious day, not a very serious vote and nobody places any
credibility on it," press secretary
Ari Fleischer said in Washington.
Baghdad crackled with automatic weapon fire at the results.

Know?

announced live on state TV Men
climbed to rooftops or leaned out
balconies, firing into the air. At
least one drove the streets shooting, one hand on the trigger and
another on the wheel.
"This referendum and the 100
percent shows that all Iraqis are
ready to defend their country and
their leader," said Khaled Yusef,
hopping up and down among a
cluster of men dancing on a street
comer.
The celebration came on a day
President Bush signed a congressional resolution authorizing military force, if necessary, to ensure
Iraq has no chemical, biological
or nuclear weapons program.
At the United Nations, U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
backed tougher ground rules for
arms inspections in Iraq, and
urged Baghdad to use this "last
chance."
Iraqis were asked to vote \es'
or 'no' Tuesday on whether
Saddam should remain in office,
typical of presidential votes in a
region largely ruled by dictators.
Lawmakers were expected to
go to Saddam late Wednesday or
after to administer the oath of
office for the new term. The 65year-old Iraqi leader, mindful of
security, has not appeared in
public since December 2000.
Spontaneous celebrations in
the city of 5 million appeared few
and small, however. The govern-

ment had declared the day a holiday in advance But many families stayed off the streets in the
first hours, some apparently fearful of stray, albeit celebratory, bullets.
"A joke," said a radio station in
northern Iraq's Western-protected Kurdish region.
"Totally fabricated, and a complete fiasco," said Hamid alHay.it i. representative of the Iranbased Supreme Council for the
Islamic Revolution in Iraq.
"Millions of Iraqis hate Saddam
Hussein," al-Bayati said by telephone from London. He cited
uprisings after the GulfWar, when
rebels of Iraq's Shiite majority
rose up in parts of the south.
Iraq has no tradition of democracy, having gone from a monarchy under British sway to coupinstalled military rule in 1958.
After rising to power in the ruling
Baath Party, Saddam was named
Iraqi president in a well-orchestrated transfer of power within
the party in 1979.
The Baath Party got out the
vote in neighborhood-by-neighborhood drives within Baghdad.
Many in Tuesday's vote stuffed
handfuls of ballots into boxes,
casting votes for whole families at
a time.
Authorities offered no explanation for how they counted paper
ballots from cities and villages
across Iraq overnight.

Ibrahim, announcing the vote,
said all 11,445,638 eligible voters
had cast ballots, and all for
Saddam.
"Someone who does not know
the Iraqi people will not believe
this percentage, but it is real."
Ibrahim said. "Whether it looks
that way to someone or not. We
don't have opposition in Iraq."
Iraqi officials said popular outrage at the U.S. threats to
Saddam's regime made the
turnout and percentage even
higher than in 1995, when
Saddam received a 99.96 percent
yes' vote.
Iraqi media compared it to
Bush's 2000 election victory, eked
out in the Electoral College
despite losing to Al Gore in the
popular vote.
The truth of the matter is that
he IBushl won by a fraction of the
votes, and this fraction was engineered by sly lawyers' games."
said the state-run Iraqi Daily.
"Maybe this is one of the main
reasons for his hysterical threats
on the Iraqi choice!"
Iraq has been under U.N.
Security Council sanctions since
invading Kuwait in 1990. The
> sanctions are to stand until the
United Nations is satisfied Iraq
laKlm Mohammed AP Ptioto
has destroyed biological and CELEBRATION: Iraqi families raise flags, balloons and pictures of
chemical weapons and stopped
any programs for those and for leader Saddam Hussein as they celebrate his 100 percent voter turn
out and 'yes' votes in Tuesday's state-orchestrated referendum.
nuclear weapons

Why Onions Make You Cry

Did You 7s

When you cut an onion, the contents on each side of the membrane mix and cause a chemical reaction.
This reaction produces molecules such as ethylsufine which make your eyes water.

AEROPOSTALE

BRINGING THE STORE TO BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROUD TO SPONSOR COLLSQe ATHLCT1CS

OCTOBER 21- OCTOBER 24 IOAM - 7PM

MULTI PURPOSE ROOM
BOWEN THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
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PILOTS ALCOHOL TEST COMES BACK POSITIVE
HOUSTON (AP) — A Continental Airlines pilot who
was pulled from a flight Tuesday after an altercation
with a federal air marshal tested positive for alcohol,
the Federal Aviation Administration said yesterday.
The plane was going from Houston, Texas to Orlando,
Fla., there were 154 passengers on board.

NATION

Mother, 5 children perish in fire Atlantis departs
By Sretcrwn Parker
THE USSOCIMED PRESS

BALTIMORE — A woman who
neighbors said tried to force drug
dealers off her street comer was
killed, along with five of her children, when fire tore through their
home Wednesday.
It was the second fire to strike
the corner rowhouse in two
weeks, investigators said.
The only survivor of
Wednesday's fire was the
woman's husband, who was critically injured. He suffered thirddegree bums and jumped from a
second-floor window, fire officials
said.
Investigators hadn't determined late Wednesday what
caused the 2:30 a.m. fire.
In the first fire, a "cocktail
bomb" was thrown through the
kitchen window as the family
slept, about die same time as
Wednesday's fire, neighbors said.
The woman's husband woke in
time to put out the flames.
Neighbor Gerlena Jackson said

the woman killed, whom she
identified as Angela Dawson, had
argued for weeks with a group of
teenage boys who hung out on
the comer dealing drugs.
"They had words, they had
confrontations. She was threatened," Jackson said. "She was a
concerned mother, just like us
all."
The family boarded the window after the first fire, but
Dawson didn't stop sparring with
the teens, Jackson said.
The victims were found on the
Roberto Borei AP Hioto
second and third floors and
appeared to have died from FIRE: A Baltimore police department arson and bomb unit van is
smoke inhalation and bums, said parked across the street from the rowhouse yesterday in Baltimore,
fire spokesman Kevin (iartwright. where five children died along with an adult family member after a
Officials did not immediately fire tore through the house. A seventh family member escaped with
release their names. Neighbors second and third-degree bums and injuries suffered when he
and principals at the children's jumped from a second-floor window.
schools identified those killed as
Camell Dawson and Juan Ortiz, Dawson Sr„ was hospitalized in
"I don't even see how the fireboth fifth-graders; twins Kevin critical condition.
men could have gotten in that
and Keith Dawson, both thirdNeighbor Geraldine Lee, 59, house," Lee said.
graders; and laWanda Ortiz, a said she saw flames coming out
The federal Bureau of Alcohol,
seventh-grader.
of the windows of the comer Tobacco and Firearms also is
Dawson's husband. Cornell brick rowhouse at about 3 a.m.
probing the fire's cause.

Por bhe holiday/...

By Mama Dunn

IKE ISSOCIAUD PREss

CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. —
After a tearful farewell, space
shuttle Atlantis and its astronauts undocked yesierday from
the international space station,
leaving it a bigger and more
elaborate outpost.
Shouts of "We witnt to stay!"
came from Atlantis just before
the two spacecraft parted company 250 miles above the
Russian-Ukrainian border, ending one week of joint flight
During their mission, AUanlis'
astronauts delivered a S390 million girder to the space station
and made ihree spacewalks to
install it.

The six shuttle crew members, who ore due back on forth
on Friday, admired their work
from ofor. "It wos wonderful to
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pull oway from the station and
see the visible signs of our success," said pilot Pamela Melroy.
The space station's three crew
members — an American and
two Russians — expect more
guests in two weeks, but a deadly launch accident in Russia
could delay the visit.
A three-man Soyuz rocket is
scheduled to lift off Oct. 28 from
Kazakhstan to deliver a new
space station lifeboat. On
Tuesday, a slightly different type
of Soyuz exploded shortly after
liftoff, killing a soldier on the
ground and destroying the satellite on board.
Bob Castle, deputy chief flight
director, said it is too soon to
know whether the accident will
postpone the next flight. Two
Russians and a Belgian will be
aboard.

Happy Thursday...The weekend is almost here1!1
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Friday Oci.25.2002
BCSU TALENT SHOW
Bowen Thompson Student Union
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
8:30- 10:30pm
MOVIE: LILO & STITCH
Presented by the University Activities
Organization
Union Theatre
9pm
Saturday Oct.28,2002
JUGGERNAUT JUG BAND
Falcon's Nest Food Court
BTSU
6:30-8:30pm
CASINO NIGHT
Sponsored by Resident Student
Associations
BTSU Multi-Purpose Room
8:30 pm

Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office:

(419)354-2260
GREEK SING
BTSU Lenhart Grand Ballroom
8:30pm
LATINOPALOOZA
Sponsored by Latino Student Union
Fieldhouse
Time: 4-Midnight
Admission is free with a donation
lor the lood bank.
MOVIE: LILO & STITCH
Sponsored by University Activities
Organization
BTSU
Union Theatre
8pm
Sunday Oct.27. 2002
FAMILY WEEKEND BRUNCH
Bowen Thompson Student Union
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
11:30am-1pm
Sign up in advance through registration
Prices are: $10.95 per adult
and S6.50 per child (age 3-12)
PARENTS AND FAMILY MEETING
207 Bowen Thompson Student Union
1-2pm

Call the Key Yearbook at 3M86 to schedule jour appointment.

Top 25
should
promise
more

RUGBY: THE FALCONS ARE VYING FOR A NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP PAGE 8

THURSDAY
October 17,
2002
www.bgnews.com/sports

ERIK
CASSANO

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PapaCass
Last year, The BG News sports
page ran a headline for the
men's basketball team. "Drive to
the lop 25." it said. Orange-clad
basketball fans everywhere were
holding their breath to see if one
more victory would allow the
Falcons to crack the Top 25 in
either national poll. Of course
they shortly thereafter lost to
Akron, which effectively ended
their chances.
This fall, by contrast, the BG
football team showed a disdain
for building suspense that
would make a movie director
cringe. They didn't so much
crack the Top 25 as invade it like
Normandy. Posting an astronomical 248 points in five
games, the Falcons walked into
the national polls, sat down and
put their feet on the table. As
long as they keep winning, they
aren't going anywhere but up.
And at the rate teams like
Florida are dropping, the Top 25
might look like a shaken snow
globe in a month.
All of which bodes well for BG.
This week's home contest with
Western Michigan notwithstanding, the Falcons shouldn't
face a significant threat to their
undefeated record until they
play Northern Illinois and South
Florida in consecutive road
games next month. Unless the)
get lax and lose in a sleepwalk
which should be unacceptable
for any MAC leant trying to stay
ranked.
Trite as is my sound, the sky is
the limit for a team that scores
like BG scores. This team is a
family-budget version of the
2001 Rams: The Greatest Show
on (cornfield) Turf.
Let's be hypothetical, though.
Say BG gets through the regular
season undefeated. Say they
keep up their current scoring
pace and tally 595 points this
year, and lead the nation in
scoring. Say they break into the
teens in the national rankings.
Where does that get this team?
The MAC Western Division title?
A possible MAC championship?
A berth in the Motor City Bowl
and a national telecast on
ESPN2? Fine. OK. What else?
Unfortunately, not much the
way things arc set up now.
The Falcons might be capable of making a run at a national championship. Or maybe
they are just beating up on lesser teams in the MAC and some
Big XII armpits. We will never
know. There's no playoffsystem
There are over a dozen Division
I conferences, but only six are
BCS conferences with teams
eligible to play in a BCS bowl,
ergo, play for the National
Championship. In other words,
Division I doesn't mean a level
playing
field.
Mid-major
schools are held to a standard
below the Ohio Slates and
Michigan* of Ihc world. A standard that means that no matter
how good you get, a conference
title and a bowl game prior to
New Year's Day is the best you
can do. A mid-major team
nevci gest a chance to measure
itsell agaiml the best unless it
defies all odds and reaches the
Thn 5 in Ihp nmkfnffft
A playoff system might mean
odd seedings and some first
round blowouts. But it also
allows the chance for the miracle upset, something that has
become the calling card of
March Madness in basketball.
A playoff system is the only
way to see exactly how good BG
can be Bowl game committees
select teams on the basis ol ticket draw and television ratings.
That is how a 7-4 Big 10 team
gets into a New Year's Day game.
That is not championship competition. It is exhibition football.
New Year's Day might as well be
August in the Mill is an archaic system thai
needs lo be replaced with actual competition, a system thai
has walled out the best of the
rest for too long.
If the NCAA won't change
their football postseason practices, maybe they should create
a new division for BG and iheir
football peers. Division 1.5: The
Chevy Chase Division — not
ready for prime time.

Flanders more than a leader
need to step il up."
Of course, Flanders also
When you ask women's soc- leads by being one of Ihe best
cer players about who the lead- goalkeepers in the Miders are on Ihe team, Ellkl American Conference.
"She has really been a good,
Flanders name is always one of
solid goalkeeper who has really
ihe first on the list.
The senior goalkeeper, who become a force in the conferis also the team's only captain, ence," Richards said. "All of the
holds, or has a share of. every oilier coaches in Ihc MAC
university record for goalkeep- know who she is and dont like
playing against her. She's a
ers.
Coach Andy Richards said it great goalkeeper who is very
is more than her oulstanding well respected."
Flanders is one of only six
playing ability thai makes
players on the BG roster nol
Flanders a leader.
"She has an inspiration recruited by Richards, who was
about her," Richards said. "She hired after Flanders first season
has a great work ethic and in Bowling Green. Richards
wants to be a leader. This year said he was impressed by
her leadership qualities hare Flanders even before seeing
nilly come through, and she her play
"I remember reading her
has Ihe utmost respect of
stats and thinking lhat they
everyone on ihe team."
Flanders said she accepts were pretty good," Richards
her role as a leader, something said. "Then when we started
thai was needed on a team working, I knew that was going
to be one of the first huge
with 11 freshman.
"I'm the only captain, and I plusses when 1 came to
Bowling Green. 1 knew 1 was
know lhat some of the leader
ship falls on my shoulders" inheriting a program thai was
Flanders said. "The other older young and had troubles, but 1
players and I know we need to also knew thai I had a goalkeeper in ihc program who
be there for the freshmen."
Freshmen Natalie Sampiller was very, very good."
Flanders said she and
said thai Flanders has been a
big help to the younger players. Richards worked well with
"She's one of the best cap- each other from ihe beginning.
"Our theories and philosotains 1 have ever had on a
team," Sampiller said. "She phy on soccer were very much
knows when to joke around alike." Richards said. "I think
with us and she knows when to that's one of the reason's that
be furious with us. She lets us
FLANDERS,PAGE 8
know when we are going to
By Zach Baker
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CLEARING THE GOAL: Senior goalkeeper Etika Flanders kicks the ball out of the goalie box in a recent
game. Flanders is the team's captain and holds numerous school records.

Soccer to play two MAC games
By Nathan Roehl
SPORTS RfP0RIE1

When was ihe last time you
heard of a learn that had an eight
game losing streak but found
itself, with just six games remaining, tied for first place in their conference and In i position to win
the conference with style, going
undefeated in tlieir conference
games? what's thai you say? You
ilunk thla could never happen?
Then let me Introduce the
Howling Green men's soccei
team This weekend, Ihe Falcons
will travel lo Kabmazoo Friday to

face ihe Broncos of Western
Michigan (2-7, 0-3 MAC) in the
third Mid American Conference

game ofthe season. Then Sunday
ihey will host the Thundering
Herd of Marshall (5-7. 1-1 MAC)
al Mickey Cochrane field lot their
fourth MAC game. The final MM I
game of Ihe season will come
Sunday, October 27 against the
Akron Zips.
II ihe Means can apply the
lessons Ihey have learned this
M ,u and pull off two wins this
weekend, ihey will lind Ihcmsefves with a chance to do whai

the Anaheim Angels of Majoi
League Baseball did this past
year: get off to the worst start in
tin' history of Ihe team and subsequently play for the championship alter ■ stellar season.
Its good lo have a MAC seasun." said head coach Mel
Mahler. We weien'l a MAC sport
until 1993. So prior to that time, it
we were where we are now al 2-9
for ihe season, what are we playing for? Youcan'i get in an at-large
[fot Ihe NCAA Championshipl so
you have to play fbi pride Bui
mats about it II gets really diffi-

cult to keep a team focused. Being
in ihe MAC gives us a chance to
recover from our early season
losses."
Early in the season ihe Falcons
had an eight game losing streak.
They lost to teams such as
Pittsburgh. Ohio State and Xavier.
I lowever, those losses were close.
The Falcons lost to Ohio Slale 3-2
in two overtimes and lost to
Pittsburgh I -0.
Sun. it's disappointing lo be
associated with the worst start of
ihe program." Mahler said. "We
can't sit and cry about all of that.

though. We haw to focus on the
present and look toward the
future. To do lhat you have to
learn from your history. I told our
guys there were a couple of those
carry games we could easily have
won. Those games were really
close. I do think dial through
those losses we have learned lo
play al the crucial parts of matches: early in the game, late in the
first half, early in die first half,
being able to come out strong.
And Lite in the game being able to
SOCCER, PAGE 8

Pickerel, Chase Runners have one
lead golfers
last meet before MAC
By Chns Willig

SPORTS RIPORUR

The metis goll team hoped to
go out with a bang, as Ihey finished then i.ill season at the
Xavier University Provident
Invitational.
I lie final tournament for the
Falcons, which consisted of over
20 teams and three rounds, was
held at the Gri/y.ly Course in

Cincinnati Ohio. The team was
looking forward to playing al the
Grizzly, which is also home lo a
yeai l\ scnii >r PGA lour event
Ihe Falcons were certainly not
intimidated by the course, carding a 297 in round one. The first
round score Monday had the
Falcons in die lop half of the field
and in contention for the rest of
ihe tournament.
The team continued tlieir
good golf throughout die afternoon and Into die second round.
In round two the Falcons
improved their first round score
by two strokes, and were moving
up Ihe leader board.
Tlieir best goll. however, was
saved until the final round. The
Falcons carded a 289 as a team in
Tuesdays final round.

Ihe overall score of 29 over for

the Falcons left them in a three

By Daniel Gednty

way lie for ninth place with

SPORTS REPORUR

Georgetown University and Ohio
Univcism ihe falcons ow rail
score of 881 was not too far

behind the toumameni winners
Wight State al I over, II was their
l»~.i score as a team also.
"We did very well, bieaking the

top ten and Brushing tied fin
ninth is Ihe best we have done in
thai tournament since i have
been coaching here," Falcon
coach Garry Winger said.
"Overall I thought this tournament was a great step forward for
ihe young team."
The big story for the Falcons
this weekend was the two top-20
perfonnances by Craig Pickerel
and Austin Chase. Pickerel shot a
72 in the first round followed by
back-to-back rounds of 68 to finish the toumameni wilh a 208.
The five-under-par performance carded by Pickerel placed
him in third place overall for Ihe
tournament. He was one of only
five golfers who were able to post
GOLF, PAGE 8

Ihe harriers have one final
opportunity to sharpen their
skills and lower Iheir limes lor
the Mid-American Conference
Championships In November,
[he opportunity comes this
Saturday in Auburn. Alabama,
where ihey compete in the
Auburn Invitational
Thirty teams will compete in
both the men's and the women's
races
Head coach Cami Wells is
exdted for the opportunity to go
down to Auburn and face some
new competition.
"The Auburn meet will give us
ihe opportunity to race against a
lot of teams from other conferences and regions lhat we dont
normally have a chance lo see
during ihe year." Wells said.
The only MAC school besides
Bowling Green dial will compete in the meet is Akron
University. The majority of the
schools thai are entered in the
CROSS COUNTRY, PAGE 8
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AHEAD OF THE PACK: Senior Mario Rothmund surges ahead
of the competition at the start of the Mel Brodt Invitational.
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Golfers end
fall season
with top-10
finish
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Ruggers sweep Midwest opponents
SPECitt ro rHF.
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scores in the red. Pickerel's placing
was his best finish in a tournament
this year.
His final score of five-under-par
also put him in the Falcons' record
book. The 206 carded by Pickerel
breaks the school's record for best
54-hole finish in a tournament.
The previous record of 210 was set
by the present coach of the
Falcons, Garry Winger.
Austin Chase also did his best to
turn heads this weekend, as he
posted a 217. The four-over-par
performance for the tournament
left Chase all alone on the leaderboard in 15th place. Chase's tournament was capped off by backto-back 72's as he helped his team
to a top ten finish in the tournament
The Falcons' captain, Andy
Miller, who carded a 232 overall, felt
the team was a few shots short of a
great finish.
"Austin and Craig played really
well this week," Miller said. "Overall
1 felt we played alright I thought it
was the toughest field we have had
to play this season. If we could have
gotten a few other scorers, we
would have been high on the
leader board."
The Xavier Invitational marks the
end of the Falcons fall season. The
once young and inexperienced
team has seemed to quiet many of
the skeptics at the beginning of the
season. With improvements in
tournaments from last season, the
Falcons had to be happy with the
teams accomplishments this seasoa
"With the winter training and the
other winter programs I feel very
optimistic towards next season,"
Winger said. This season served as
a way for many of the younger
golfers to get their feet wet"
The team will be back at it this
spring when they travel to Orlando,
Fla to compete in the Big Red
Classic on March 8.

BC NEWS

The Bowling Green State
University rugby team cut a
swath through Midwestern
rugby that is unlikely to be
repeated anytime in the near
future.
In the space of eight days, the
Falcon ruggers crushed the
University of Michigan 92-8 and
92-0 and whitewashed the
University of Illinois Chicago
109-0 and 62-0 and Central
Michigan 108-0. The Falcons
also recorded victories over Ohio
State-Marion, 38-15 and 17-14.
"Right now we are at the top of
our game," head coach Roger
Mazzarella said. "With the playoffs starting, we could not have
asked for a better time for both
the offense and defense to peak."
The victories hurled BG into
the quarterfinals of the Midwest
regional championship, and
with a victory over the
University of Wisconsin this
Saturday, BG is assured of a
place in the sweet 16 at the
National
Collegiate
Championship as well.
The focus on the Falcons'
high-scoring offense has stolen
the thunder of a defense that is
ranked as the stingiesr in the
nation. While the offense is

racking up an average of 76
points a game, the defense has
recorded shutouts in 20 of the
Falcons' 25 victories, giving up
an average of only 1.6 points per
match.
The senior-laden team has to
be asking itself— is this the year
that they bring home a National
Championship? Mazzarella,
who has been around for BG's
entire rugby history, says that
this year's squad is certainly in
the top two all-time best.
"I'm almost afraid to say anything out loud that might jinx
us," he said. "The commitment,
desire and attitude are certainly
there for this bunch to go all the
way."
The week's fireworks started
with the University of Michigan,
who has been the Falcons'
favorite opponent for 30 years.
The last time the Wolverines left
the field victorious against BG
was in 1971, during President
Richard Nixon's first term.
Leading the offense with more
than half the point total in the
92-8 victory were wing Kevin
Mongold with five tries and fly
half Pete Cromly with a try and
eleven conversion kicks.
Mongold in particular has
been a thom in the side of the

Wolverines. Two years ago, he
smashed the single-game try
scoring record with seven tries
against Michigan. With only five
this year, Mazzarella joked that
he had an off day.
Also scoring for the Falcons
were flanker Garrett Fisher,
scrum half Sam Pietrangelo, fly
half Chad Cunnigan, center
Travis Budd, and prop Doug
Ulrich, while senior flanker Alex
Demma punched in a pair.
In the second match, freshman Anthony Wanzer had his
best day thus far as a Falcon.
The heavily-recruited wing
from Columbus Watterson
streaked down the sideline for
three tries and set up two more
with pinpoint passes.
"Anthony came from a grindit-out style program and it has
taken a couple of weeks to get
used to our wide open style," BG
assistant coach Chris Hopps
said.
Also scoring hat tricks were
eight man Bobby Brandenstein,
fullback lake Puhl and flanker
Andy Luciano, while prop lustin
Mathess, fly half Ion Woodman,
center Zac Molnar, and wing
Kyle Sitzes scored solo tries.
Hooker Brandon Burns hit on
three conversions, Woodman a

pair and Puhl one in the 92-0
victory.
Facing Illinois-Chicago for
only the fifth time in their history, the Falcons gave the Flames
reason to hope this meeting was
their last, as BG won going away
109-0.
"BG was bigger, stronger,
faster, better trained than any
team my squad has ever seen,"
UIC coach lack Cushing said.
"They hit the holes, the rucks
and the tackles hard. I'm taking
a team home that is just one big
bruise."
Leading the way in the second shutout of the series were
center Pete Cromly with two
tries and 12 conversions for 34
points and wing Alessio
DIFranco with three tries.
Scrum half Vince Staropoli and
flankers Alex Demma and Wes
Holsinger each weighed in with
a pair of tries.
Adding solo shots were center
Travis Budd, lock Aaron Slates,
wing Kevin Mongold, fullback
lake Puhl, wing Andrew Riddell,
and Prop Doug Ulrich.
lust for good measure, the
Falcons also tagged the Flames
for a 62-0 going away present
Wings Kyle Sitzes and Anthony
Wanzer each scored a pair of

tries while center Zac Molnar,
flanker Chris Ackermann,
flanker Ion Black, prop lustin
Mathess, fullback lake Puhl
picked up one apiece and hooker Brandon Bums added a try
and booted six conversions.
The icing on the cake came
Sunday as BG crushed longtime
MAC rival Central Michigan
108-0. While officially no Falcon
would admit to the match being
a payback, it was obvious the BG
offense was set on afterburners
from the start of the match right
to the final whistle. The
Chippewas, who had originally
canceled the match two weeks
ago, were hammered hard and
often.
In the entire 80-minute
match, Central was able to cross
the halfway stripe only once.
For the second time in as
many days, center Pete Cromly
and wing Alessio DIFranco led
the scoring onslaught. This time,
Cromly punched in three tries
and landed 14 conversion kicks
for 43 points, breaking PaulTod's
single game scoring record of 42
set against Miami in 1993. Wing
Kevin Mongold added two more
tries as did flanker Alex Demma,
as the Falcons ran rampant over
the ineffective Chips defense.

Flanders hopes to pursue coaching career
FLANDERS, FROM PAGE 7

we got along."
In Richards' first season as
coach, the Falcons advanced
all the way to the MAC championship game. Richards said
that Flanders was a big reason
why the season went so well.
"If Erika hadn't been here,
my first year would have been
a real struggle," Richards said.
"1 was extremely lucky that
Erika was here."
Having
Flanders
also
allowed Richards to build his
program the way he wanted it.
"If you have a good goal-

keeper, that is huge," Richards
said. "Having Erika allowed me
to get going with the program
from day one."
The success in 2000 was followed by a season where the
Falcons dealt with injuries and
bad luck. The 2001 team failed
to make the postseason, which
gave Flanders motivation to
get back in her last season.
"I was really relieved when
last season was over," Flanders
said. "1 was excited to get back
this year, because I knew we
had (he chance to accomplish
something."
This season, the Falcons

The Bee Gee News became a daily paper in 1965.

record is 5-3-1, and they are
close to clinching a spot in the
postseason. Richards attributed some of BG's fast success
to the determination shown by
Flanders.
"She's a very big part of it
because she's the last line of
defense,"
Richards
said.
"When Erika makes a big save,
it inspires everyone around
her,"
Flanders believes that the
Falcons can contend in the
MAC tournament, where the
winner receives an automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament.
Flanders said making it to the
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BGSU Spirit Items • Sideline Apparel-Adidas
Stadium Seats • Football Jerseys • Stadium Blankets

this, but the nature of the season
has helped keep the pressure to a
minimum.
"I think as competitive athletes,
they will always put pressure on
themselves to be successful,"
Mahler said. "We truly have
focused intently on the MAC
games. There is certainly an element of pressure to be successful
because we have as good a chance

as anybody else to win a MAC title.
The upcoming two games are
teams we feel we can compete with
and be successful against."
The Falcons look to continue
this roller coaster season in a positive direction as they face Western
Michigan Friday afternoon at 3
p.m. in Kalamazoo and Marshall
Sunday at2 pm. at Bowling Green's
Mickey Cochrane Field.

Harriers optimistic about Auburn meet;
Looking to carry momentum into MAC

Come see us both sides of Doyl Perry Stadium

nnnri- mmimiu rnnn mnr 1

BGSU Falcons vs. Western Mich.
October 19 •6 p.m.
Concession opens at 5 p.m • Proud sponsor of the T-shirt toss

Adidas
Sideline
Apparel

to coach."
Richards said that Flanders
would be good at coaching.
"I think she'll be a great
coach someday," Richards
said. "She has the intensity and
the understanding and of
course the love of the game."
Richards said that Flanders'
impact on the team will be felt
even after she's gone.
"Erika's name will live on,
and her stats will live on,"
Richards said. "In the next
three years, people will
remember her. Her influence
will continue even after she's
left."

Men's soccer to play Marshall on Sunday
keep playing strong after having
played seventy-five or eighty-five
minutes."
The team has gone from one
that had known nothing but defeat
and disappointment to being on
top with the pressure of keeping
the momentum going and the
championship hopes alive. Mahler
knows that his players are aware of

A/the falcon
locker room

tournament is a goal of hers.
"Getting to the NCAA tournament, that would be amazing," Flanders said. "I think
that if we make it through the
first round of the IMAC1 playoffs, we have every right to win
it."
An
education
major,
Flanders said she would like to
get into coaching when she
gets out of college, as well as
continuing to play.
"I would love to continue
playing, and 1 want to bc a
great
coach
someday,"
Flanders said. "The reason I
am in education is that I want

Black
Polo
Starting
at $32.M

Next home game: BGSU VS. Ball State
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meet are from the southern United
States.
The men's squad will have their
work cut out for them this weekend
as the already small squad will be
further depleted due to injuries and
other commitments. Phil King will
not make the trip this weekend due
to the stress fractures from a previous season that have been bothering him in recent weeks. Ed
Stonestreet will also remain at
home, as he continues to be bothered by a hip injury.
Neither injury is serious and both
runners are expected to be ready to
go when it comes time for the MAC
Championships a little over two
weeks from now. I Living them sit
out of this race is a precautionary
step to ensure that they will be as
close to one hundred percent as
possible
when
the
MAC
Championships roll around.

IXifrir>lr K
1'iiit'iriI nqll
iilrn lint
hn
Patrick
Maynard
will also
not be
able to compete this weekend
because he has to stay home and
attend a musical perfonnance.
The absence of these three runners puts added pressure on the five
harriers that will run in the race
Since the times of the top 6ve runners on every team goes toward the
team score, everyone needs to finish
the race. If everyone does not finish
the men will not be able to place in
the meet.
On a more positive note for the
men's squad, three week front-runner Mario Rothmund. who was
feeling a bit under the weather and
failed (o finish in the top five for the
first time all season last week is back
healthy and ready to compete this
weekend.
Mens runner Troy Stiles is optimistic about the Auburn meet
"We have been having some pretty good workouts this weekend.
Hopefully that will translate into

citmn
n*iitti> fiiit
some pretty
fast tiipnr
times,"" CrilnStiles i>~ii
said.

On the women's side, nine harriers will make the trip to Auburn to
represent BG. Among these nine
will be the squad's number one runner in each of the last three meets.
Amber Culp.
The women had a strong showing at the All-Ohio Championships
last weekend, and will be looking to
keep the positive momentum going
into the MAC Championships.
The harriers should have ideal
conditions to race in this weekend
The race time forecast Is 70 degrees.
Unlike the rigorous, hilly course
from last weekend, the course in
Auburn is known to be more runner
friendly.
"We have never run on the
Auburn course before, but It has historically been a fast course," WfeUs
said.
The men's race is scheduled to
begin at 8 am. central time with the
womens race to follow at 9 am.

• October 26 • 4:00 p.m.
Game Day Specials.

GOOD LUCK COACH MEYER & TEAM! GO FALCONS!
10% OFF any BGSU clothing or gift item at the University Bookstore
with game ticket stub on the day of the game and next day

University Dining Services Celebrates |

Hisjoanic Heritage Month
1CV17 Dinner at Founders Keepers Food Court
1CV31 Lunch and Dinner at World Traditions
located in the F3owen-Thompson Student
Union

UNIVERSITY

bookstore!
§ THE BOWEN-TH0MPS0N STUDENT UNION
II purchases at the University Bookstore support University programs. MasterCard,Visa, Discover accepted.

Serving the Bowling Green Community for over 70 years
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The human sheds a
complete layer of
skin every 4 weeks

fl person suffering from
polytheilia has three nipples

*****************************************************************
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372-6977

Campus Events

Campus Events

Do you dread ottice work? Would
you rather be working outdoors?
Shift Gears Now!!!
Consider a major in...
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
or ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Tues. Oct 22 - 201A Student Union
Stop in any time between 6 & 8 pm
'More information: 372-8207

UNIVERSITY PERFORMING
DANCERS
"Looking Back, Moving Forward"
Eva Mane Saint Theatre
October 17-19, 2002-8:00PM S October 19-2:00 matinee. General Admission. $10.00/57 students & seniors at door.

Lost/Found

EDUCATION ABROAD CAREER
FOCUS RE-ENTRY PROGRAM
This program is lor all students who
studied abroad during spring
semester 2002. academic yr20012002 or summer 2002 Come learn
how your overseas experience tits
inlo your luture career, learn how to
write your resume listing the skills
you gained from studying overseas,
learn how to talk w/future employers
about your experience, etc. It will be
at 3 30 pm on Mon Oct 21 in the
Career Ctr. 360 Saddlemire Student
Services Building Call 372-0309
with questions.
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Campus Events

Education Abroad Fair
Thurs Oct 17, 2002.
11am-3pm
.Multipurpose Room. 228 BTSU

United Karate System
New session starts Oct. 2t, 6:00pm
S50/sesslon;Try 1st class tor FREE
St. Thomas More gym, Thurstin Ave
Across from McDonald West
FREE SeH-Detense Seminar Oct. 21
Questions'' Call Jim O 3453246

LOST red S white female Siberian
Husky. Needs meds. If found call
419-354-1098 or 419-308-3656

Travel

• 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Hottest Destinations - Best Prices
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
'"ACT HAST' Save SSS. Got Spring
Break Discounts!. 1 888 THINK
SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)/
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

Women's Varsity Basketball Tryouts
will be held on Fri., Oct. 18
6 30pm 6 Anderson Arena
Please contact Coach Roos
92-7069 to sign-up

Trinity United
Methodist Church

only

$2.50

Worship Times
9.15Traditional
Service
10.30 -Sunday School
11.' 30-Conlempnrary
Service

(Von) (iSOsn) - 11 no Ur>»-*«
2 eggs.
2 bacon or 2 sausagos.
2 pancakes or toast, and
homelries or
coffee

"AT LAST!' SPRING BREAK
IS NEAR"
Book today for...Free meals, parlies
& drinks. 2 Free trips. Lowest prices
Sunsp4ashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

I
I
I

msaam

4™

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or www.s1s1ravel.com

• Tune Ups as low as
4 cylinder

• Computer Diagnostics
1
'Provider
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Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

fcp&^%w!a&l
■■

75 »
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I Over Good
3.5 atMillion
Pizzas sold
participating locations

i

38lean
Serving You

824 Sixth #4
2 bdrm, FREE GAS HEAT
606 1/2 E. Wooster
2 bdrm, upper duplex,
walk to Campus
122 S. Enterprise
2 bdrm, house, walk to
>
Campus

I

Free Delivery
419-352-5166 I
203N Main,BG. ■

I
_ ,
. __ ,, .
,
Drain and fill radiator to
$29.95 I ensure freezing point Is low
enou n
'
<»
Lube, oil, filter, and

ATAATAArAArAArAArAArAArA
UT Angle!
Welcome to our lamily!
I » U- Big ?

ArAArAArAATAATAATAArAArA

'99 - '00 - '01 - '02

$16.95 i Winterization Special

I love you in Charlotte!
I can't wait to welcome
you into our family!
Love Big ?
ATAArAArAAI'AArAArAAI'AArA

Services Offered

•94 - '95 - '96 - '97 - '98 -

Up to 5 qts. 30 point inspection

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil Rachael
I « UI
I can't want for us lo meet
You will see just how great
a big/lii pair we will be!
Get Excited!!
• BIG ??
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

ATAATAArAArAArAArAArAArA

ATAATAArAArAArAArAArAArA
Lil' Katie S.
Welcome to our family!!
Love ya lots, Big ??

Praising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

• Lube, Oil, Filter

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Li'Erin
This special day has come fast
I really want to make it last
So get excited cause soon you'll be,
My special III on our family tree
Love, Your Big
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Lil Katie T,
Get excited on Thursday
We finally meet
As big s hi we will be the best!
v Big

Add 4 cans of pop for $1.75 Tuiu cMctond items
And we'll even deliver free in BE!
Voted Best Pizza '93 -

Now is the time to Winterize

Lil Jessica,
Get excited for btg/lrlM
I can't wait for you
lo be a part of our family!
Love. Big ?

ArAATAATAArAArAArAArAArA

'Pizzas
Pizzas for

Is your car sitting out in Lot 6 this winter?

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Lil' Knstin
l» You!
Welcome to our fam!
Love Big ?
AlAATAAIAArAArAATAATAATA

.One
One Item v
S |

Phmr4.9-?5VI0.1|
I:a»4l9~351-Sl9l
f-.-m.ul trinity o* wcnet.org

ATfl ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Tina,
You're my hi rose
I am so happy that I am your big
Love Big ?
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

~"yVjm!«11SBrlnjiBrM|«ril
Sun Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break 2003 to Cancun. Acapulco, Mazallan. Jamaica
or the Bahamas for FREEI Call us
now at 1-800-795-4786 or email us
at sales ©suncoa

COUPON

200 North Summit Street

Personals

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Air, Hotel, FREE FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTEDI Organize 15
friends, earn 2 FREE TRIPS. VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to promote StudentCity.com! Call 1-800293-1445 or e-mail
sales@sludenlcily.com loday!

W/////MW,

Bov. lwn Oictn. UHO 4M02-2527

Personals

SPH1¥G BREAK 03

SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica,
S Padre & Florida Free parties,
food & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST priceslwww.breakerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026

w//rwwrm

Special

Travel

U
4/

CHINA

DRAGON

T)T We want to wish Jaclyn
I Gentile a Happy Birthday!! l

NEWIWE
Rentals
332 S. Main St.
(our only office)

352-5620
www.newlovcrcally.com

Chinese and American
Restaurant

30 point inspection
ALL FOR $29.95

!■■■■■■■■•■■■ -!_.—

JBR Automotive and Towing $$

OPENING
SUNDAY,
OCT. 20TH
Now Hiring

326 Industrial Pkwy • 353-7222

1025 N .Warn St Bowling G'«*©'

Certified Technician

(419) 353-6011

l BE ALARMED
IF YOU CE! l WEIRD FEELING
IN THE Pll OF YOUR STOMACH

HUNTINGTON CHIROPRACTIC AND WELLNESS
Heather Huntington; DC.
1230 W. Wooster St. Suite A
Bowling Green (419) 352-8946
Good Health

* Gentle Chiropractic care for all ages
* Herbal therapies and Nutritional Supplements
* Rehabilitive exercises help prevent reoccurance
of pain
I

iDi

Bowling Green's
Premier Internet
Service Provider

internet direct incorporated

DSL

768K

Broadband $19.95

419-354-4678
info@idiamerica.com
www.idiamerica.com

Massage Therapy */ Lori Brown, LMT

$10 off Full Body Massage
cipiltl 3103

>St ® 43K
^* TOTAL SPORT SOURCE ****

110 W. Poe Rd. Bowling Green
419-353-3411
www. tsportsource. com
•Cutstom Screen Printing
Fraternities & Sororities
•Embroidery
•Signs / Banners
•Equipment

"'BGSU Apparel with
designs not seen
anywhere else.
•"Get your Freddie
Falcon t-shirts
at TSS.

' Local High School coals and fleece outer wear 10% oft III
(Olfr good thru lOYtam)

V.92 56K Dial-up $18.95
Spam/Vlrus-free E-mail
Wireless E-mail
Web Hosting
All Newsgroups

Sweetest
Day
Saturday Oct 19, 2002"'
BU3HEL S A PECK
Q34J5
Tins adorable 8" bear la eating
in a buthel task* oi tiesn win
dowen — Jual waling toe a
hug from your sweetie! I

MELTING MV HEART
SH.96
w«Vt Mad a crystal van with
hash mm! camabone A
daisies, man lopped it witn
real lot cruun cone ot flowerl.
0-caloriea-iota ot luWI

LOVES ME, LOVES Mt HOT. LOVES ME »1S.»6
A Dooquet ol wirte oataies,
•urtoonda a aingle md
roeee m B* apedal whW
ceramic-Dag-accented
wan red neartsi

THE FLOWER BASKET
l«S SOUTH MAIN
DOWNTOWN IG
.119 352 6395

LOVE CAN OFTEN DO THAT

trttviY jouiy,
"'OHIO'S CREATES?,

jK

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

10 Thursday, October 17, 2002

Personals

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Sale

Help Wanted

.f^^fl^i

brought to you by

AraATAArAATAArAArAArAATA
Lil Megan
I'm your big, your my little.
Don't you wish
you could solve this riddle13
» Big

ArAArAArAArAATAArAArAArA
ArAArAATAArAArAArAArAArA
Lf Robyn
Tonighl you will tind out
Who I am. Welcome to trie tarn!
Love, Big ?

ArAArAATAArAArAArAArAArA
"ArAArAArAATAArAArAArAATA
U' Stacy,
You are my sunshine
I can't wait til you are mine
You will lind out tonight at nine.
Love Big »

ATAArAATAArAATAATAATAArA
ArAArAArAArAATAArAArAArA
LK Stephanie, I love you
and I can't wait until
you become a pan ol our family!
Love. Big ?

ArAArAArAATAArAATAArAATA
ArAArAArAATAArAArAArAATA
Lf Veronica
I » U and cant wait
tor you to be a pan ol our tamily!
Love. Big ">

SI.OOO'S WEEKLYII Stuff
envelopes at home for $2.00 each +
bonuses. F/T, P/T Make $800 ♦
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies
For details, send 1 stamp to: N-181.
PMB 552. 12021 VVKhire Blvd..
Los Angeles. CA 90025

1995 Ford Probe GT. Blue, fully
loaded, sun-roof, spoler. new painL
very clean, runs great, 101K miles.
Asking $3,990 Call David 352-7183

tm

2002 Honda CRV EX. Cargo cover.
CD, p/l. prw. extended warranty
Very dean $17,000 or OBO

AN HOUR

. COUMISSIONIIII

rently looking for energetic candiflajeiwho seek to make good money while improving their communication skills through telephone sales.
-Make up to $15 an hourf!
-$200 sign on bonus!!
-No experience necessary!1
-Work in a fun environment with fun
people!!
-Full and part-time positions available!!
•No cold calling-leads are provided!!
-Give us a call-well talk to everyone!
Call Kris at (419)82fc5Q0J or fax resume to (4191874-7107 to see how
TRUGRiEN-CHEMLAWH can help
you further your career!!

1998 Mitsu Eclipse Spyder
Red convertible. 5 sp . Exc. cond.
$13K. Call 352-1879 or 372-6864

Artwork
wanted lor new gallon/.

Alto Saxophone
Asking $550
419-353-0574, ask lor Rick
Nissan Xtera SE 2000. Auto, lull
power, AC/CD, utility package.
Asking 16,500. Call 419-872-0929

For Rent

ACROSS

"First or second semester
apartment leases avail. Also rooms
avail now Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

Attention Students!
Flexible, Part-Time
Maintenance PositionAvailable
ASAP
20 Hrs. Per Week
$8 50/Hr. Apply Today!

419-353-8367

"Next school yr 03-04 house & apt
listings avail. Located 24/7 at 316 E.
Merry *3 or will mail them All next
to campus Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

Become a'peer Educator!
Educate the campus about health
related issues Meet new people,
build your resume Pick up an
application in room 170 or the
Health Center Any questions call

Bartenders needed No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext. U112.

2 bedroom. furnished.
1 block from campus.
352-5239

Child care needed M&F My home.
Call eve. (4191-878-0875.

Congratulations Michelle Ruhlin!
University Ambassador
ot the Month for October!
Thank you lor your dedication!

High school Algebra ll/Trig tutor
needed Our home, Tues. & Thurs..
6:30-7:30. $15/hr. Leave message,
354-3057

Fraternities" Sororities
Clubs' Student Groups

Need 2 Japanese speaking tutors.
Fremont City Schools. Contact
Diane Kershaw at 419-334-5433

Heart-Shaped Pizzas
for Sweetest Day at Pisanetlo's
(4191-352-5166
Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out a sandersonalablM.com
Make a living & make a difference!
Consider majoring in .
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
or ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Info meeting - Tues. Oct. 22
Stop in any time between 6 & 8 pm
201 A Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Nate & Welly's Fishbowl
Ring Girt Contest
$100 prize
Questions call 353-3209
■--. -s-.>s.--■-%■/ ■/o-v.v//«„„v. ■., ..

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
26
28
30
33
35
36
39
43
44
46

Call 419-308- 4665

372-9355.

Receptionist lor professional BG
office. Pt- time, 12 00-5:30 pm.
Computer skills req. Fax resume
10 419-353-8728
fllllinnil ^ Permanent, to/hour.
Our Perrysburg market research
firm is growing so rapidly, we have
the now, today need to add to our
team. Seasonal (starting now & going through approx. Dec. 15) and
permanent part-time positions are
available, for mornings, evenings,
and/or weekends. Requires exceptional reliability, a lun yet professional attitude, extensive experience on
the internet and with e-mail; Microsoft Office experience a plus. We'd
like to meet you in person, and you
can check out our fun, professional
atmosphere. Our address is 801 W
South Boundary, Suite D, Perrysburg, 43551. If you can't make It in
person just email your resume to:
resumesQintelli-shop.com. If you
email us. please detail your availability. If your proofreading skills are
way up there, we need you!
Wanted: coaches for youth wrestling
program, wrestling experience
necessary. 2-3 days per wk, eves.
Contact Jack Kietfer at 354-5770

'-" '//SS/'SS/SSS/S/S//,'////* -.■■ '."--,.
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9
10
11
12
13
18
22
25
27
29
31
32
34
36
37
38
40

Call 419-373-6505

Are you interested in an
Environmental Science or
Environmental Policy Major9
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
INFORMATION MEETING
Stop in any time between 6 & 8 pm
Tues Oct. 22 - 201A Student Union

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are tilling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www campustundraiser.com

8

(New) Carty Studios (New)
Now leasing for 2nd semester &
beyond to seniors & grad. students
Fully furnished, including 25" TV. all
utilities. From $395/mo Only serious
students apply. Call 352-7365 from
10-4. After hrs. & wkends 352-1520

$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 541

ArAArAArAATAArAArAArAATA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

534 B S. College- 3 BR Duplex. 1
1/2 Baths, AC. Avail Now! WOOVmo.
233 W. Merry-4 BR House zoned
for 4 unrelated. Avail Now! $840/mo.
734 Elm-3BR. 2 Baths, Lg house
behind 730 Elm. Avail now! $750/mo
Locally owned and managed
Please call EyeCon Enterprises. Ltd
At (419) 354-2854.

Fellow
Frolic
Model wood
Fling
Kuwaiti leader
Expect
Hidden. CA
Artist's undercoat
Cut stubble
Pianist Art
Brio
Mechanic s task
Bun seed
Edith Piaf s bird?
Supervises
Alternative energy
Kevin Kline movie
Physicians org.
Walnut Trees. AZ
Made a lap
"La Boheme" role
Customs

48
52
56
58
59
61
63
64
66
68
69
70
71
72
73

Treasure holders
Quiet!
Deep secrets
Wading birds
Highest alert
Skip over
King with a
golden touch
For the time being,
briefly
Underworld collector
Wonder
The Meadows, NV
Yes indeed. Jose
Minute particle
Nerve cell
NATO member
Riding game
Loony
Rascal
OneGabor
Tennis group
Lamb's father
Current unit, for short
Wire measure
Yellow. TX
Used-car site

Inactive medication
Considerate and discreet
Win back
Geological layers
Geisha's sash
Despiser
Tobacco kilns
Conversation starter
The Crosses. NM
Donnybfook
Thomas Edison
Paddock papa
Tracker's trail
Shed tears
Be mouthy

41
42
45
47
49
50
51
53
54
55
57
59
60
62
65
67

Times
Division
Curling surface
Composer Johann
Repeater
Feathered neckwear
Western bad guy
Connective tissue
Verbalizes
Stirling girls
U.S. family of artists
Resistance units
Brief horn sound
Invitation letters
Lion's name
Jazz devotee
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THF. WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP
1-800-KAP-TEST

WWW. KAPLAN. COM

Female subleaser needed
for Spring semester.

Call 353-6765
For Rent

Newly remodeled 3 bdrm. apt.
downtown. Available now. Will
negotiate for * ot occupants.
(4191-354-1612 ext. 301 or 351.

_

Furn. 2 bdrm. apt.
Close to campus.
Call419-3S3-289t.

Subleaser needed ASAP. For Jan
03-May New apt., fully funlshed.
One block from campus N. Enterprise. Call Mike 353-3892.

For Rent

Holiday Personals

Small 1 bdrm. apartment. 402 1/2
E. Court. S330/plus utilities
Steve Smith 419-352-8917

DON'T GO TO A PARTY NAKED!
Vintage clothing available tor
Halloween. 419-352-4388

,
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Bahamas Party
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Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom

pd

^>.
L_J

Apartments in Town!
starting at $285

>~
L_J

Cruise $299 Q
O
Cancun $459 a
Jamaica $469 a
rt KawH -1 ret- P*t\*» ■ Indirtaa I

7 h>«Mi - Air ft HaUl - tnt food tNHrlK DrtnU

www.SnringBreakTravel.coin

a
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Mini

M;III

Small litliklin^

*Newly Renovated Haven House"
All Residents receive a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
Indoor heated swimming pool & sauna. HydiuSpa Whirlpool,
complete exercise equipment complete locker room & shower facilities.
530 S. Maple St.

FREE PfKSVBm*

\tJ^^^^^W

1-800-678-6386

(419)352-9378

Hours- M-F 8-12. 1-5
or by appointment

a
a
a
a
a
a

T+I

ECCA
Management Inc.

NOW OPEN
Ifillsdale Apt. 1082 Faimcw.

2 Bdrms - A/C

:

§y. . '/

i
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135 HIW ST TOLEDO«I»5JI

Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal
Bath & 1/2 - Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Call .153-5800

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies etc I Bdrm (one kin
Laundry on sile
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

Call 353-5800

SRESLCA MH^T^Y

SUNDAY
Morning Worship
Bible Fellowship
Sunday Evening Service

BG NEWS PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
We are currently seeking Graphic
Design/VCT majors interested in filling
either of the following:
Computer Production Positions

• Co-op Position 8am - 5pm, Mon thru Fri

Willow House Apt. 830 4th St
I Bdrm - A/C
Dishwashcr/Garbagc Disposal

Worship Services
Bible study with Life Application
Christian Fellowship
Many additional Events 6. Activities

NOW HIRING FOR SPRING 2003 SEMESTER

Management Inc.
Cracrland, 208 Church St.
2 Bdrm - A/C
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Close to Downtown

• Part-time Positions
(scheduled around classes)

nullifications
• Software experience in;
QuarkXPress. Photoshop,
and Illustrator tor Mac.

• Need good attitude
handling deadlines .
pressure-oriented si

• Understanding of: design;
type styles & usage; importing graphics & photos; and
scanning techniques

• Must have an eye for del and the ability to proofm
carefully,

If interested. Call 372-2494
between the hours of 3 pm & 12 Midnight.
If no answer, please leave a message and your call will be returned ASAP.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
may pick up their
FREE COPY
of the 2002-2003
Campus Telephone
Directory at the

Call 353-5800

Information Desk in the

8:15 & 10:45 AM
9:30 AM
6:00 PM

A Ministry of Monclova Road Baptist Church
7819 Monclova Road. Monclova. Oh 43542 (419)866-0773
Just Can if you need a ride Or have any quesfiorrs

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

■MMia^aiagaM
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Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
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